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G45/365 Tag Book - Featuring: Botanical Tea

Designed by Denise Johnson
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 sheet Robin's Egg (#4500881)
1 sheet Hello Friend (#4500882)
1 sheet Herbal Infusion (4500883)
1 sheet Love Notes (#4500886)
1 pack Cardstock Banners (#4500890)
1 pack Cardstock Stickers (#4500894)
1 each Shabby Chic Door Pull (#4500842)
1 pack Regular Tag Album Ivory (#4500848)
1 each Large Tag Album Ivory (#4500849)

Additional Supplies & Tools:
6 (12”) pieces of coordinating ribbon/lace/seam
binding, 3 ribbon clips or staples, 12” baker’s
twine, 3-D Adhesive/Pop-dots, 1 small brad, 1⁄2”-3⁄4”
hole punch, micro punch or paper piercing tool

Paper Cutting Guide:
-Hello Friend- (below)
Cut this sheet to the 7 borders and 6
journaling cards shown.

-Robin's Egg- (above)

-Herbal Infusion- (above)

Cut 3”x12” from bottom, cut piece to
four 3”x3” photo mats. Cut 3”x12”,
then to two 3”x6” photo mats. Then
cut the following strips, 2”x12”, two
1”x12” and 1⁄2”x12” leaving a 11⁄2”x12”
piece.

Cut 3”x12” from top, then to one
3”x6” and two 3”x3” photo mats.
Then Cut a 2”x12” and 1”x12” leaving a 6”x12” piece from the bottom.
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-Love Notes-

4. Embellish
pages. Cover
Page - (tag 1)
adhere pink
Hello Friend
border strip
(trim and
save excess).
Adhere banner accent
pieces. Add
lace and
baker’s twine.

Cut the six
4”x6” cards
from the sheet
shown to the
left.
*Round corners
of all photo mat
pieces.

Tie a banner
key thru baker’s
twine. Add
alphabet title
stickers.

Instructions:
1. Prepare Large
Tags (use all 6 of
the large tags) Leave one tag as is,
take the next tag
and cut 1⁄2” off the
bottom, take the
next tag and cut 1”
from the bottom.
Continue cutting
at 1⁄2” increments,
the last cut will be
21⁄2”. Round the
corners of the cut
ends.

Back: Adhere
Herbal Infusion
3”x3” photo
mat. Embellish
with a floral
stamp cut from
Hello Friend cut
aparts.

2. Prepare the
Regular Tags
(use only 5 of the
regular tags).
Leave one tag as
is. (This tag will
be the next layer
stacked on the
Large Tags cut
in the previous
step.) Cut 1⁄2” off
the next tag, 1”
from the next tag
and so on, cutting
12
⁄ ” increments.
Round corners of
the cut ends.
3. Take the Regular Tags and stack on the Large Tags.

5. Page 2- Using the 1⁄2” strip of Robin’s Egg, adhere
to the front, with about an inch of an overhang along
the top, wrap around the back, adhere. Cut the overhanging piece creating a banner shaped tab. Add bird
banner accent piece and 4 banners along the edge. Tie
a scrap of ribbon thru tag eyelet.

Back: Adhere Robin’s Egg 3”x3" photo mat.
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6. Page 3- Adhere Robin’s Egg 1” strip along the bottom
edge of tag (polka dot side), on the back of the page
use the flipside of the 1” strip and adhere in the same
fashion. Adhere a rose banner accent, backed with a
matching shaped rose accent banner, centered along
the top edge, creating a tab.

7. Create pages 4 and 5- Use “Herbal Brewage” (from
the Love Notes cut-aparts) to cover the front of page 4.
Use “Rose & Butterflies” cut apart to cover page 5.
*NOTE: before adhering cover papers use a 1⁄2”-3⁄4”
circle punch to punch hole for the top of each tag.

For the back of page 4- adhere a journaling card from
the Hello Friend cut-aparts. Add banner accents. Attach or staple a ribbon along the top edge. Tie a ribbon
thru the tag eyelet (see next image).
For the back of page 5, center “Humming Birds” cut
apart, cut the excess top and bottom edges. Adhere a
bird banner accent, back to back along the top edge to
create a tab.

8. Page 6- Adhere 4 circular banner accents along
edge of tag, creating a scallop edge. Add 1” Robin’s Egg
strip. Fold a 3”x6” Herbal Infusion photo mat creating
a 3”x3” opening photo mat. Cut 2 stamps (keep stamps
intact) from the Hello Friend cut-aparts, fold. Adhere
folded stamps to the edge of photo mat, creating a tab
for opening the photo mat. Adhere 2 banner accents,
back to back along the top edge to create a tab. Tie
lace/ribbon thru the tag eyelet.

Back:
Adhere
the pink
border
strip and
humming
bird
journaling
card from
the Hello
Friend cut
aparts.
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9. Page 7- Adhere 1” Herbal Infusion strip along edge.
Add 2 Robin’s Egg 3”x3” photo mats. Adhere floral
banner accents back to back along the top edge to create a tab. Tie ribbon thru tag eyelet.

11. Page 9- Adhere a green banner, back to back along
the top edge to create a tab and green “Party” banner
along the bottom, back to back, creating a tab. Adhere
Herbal Infusion 3”x3” photo mat. Adhere Hello Friend
journaling card.

Back: Adhere Robin’s Egg 3”x3” photo mat. Adhere
Hello Friend journaling card.
10. Page 8- Adhere Robin’s Egg 1” strip along the edge.
Add brown banner accent creating a tab. Create a
banner across the top of page using banner accents.
Attach ribbon at the end of created banner. Tie ribbon
thru tag eyelet.

Back: Place “Fauna” sticker over the “Party” banner.
Create banner flower- Layer 7 banners together, punch
a small hole through stack. Place a brad through hole.
Spread out flower petals. Adhere to page. Place a banner circle accent to center of flower. Add Hello Friend
journaling card.
12. Page 10- Adhere 2”x12” Robin’s Egg to bottom of
tag (trim off excess). Adhere butterfly banner accents,
back to back creating a tab. Fold 3”x6” photo mat creating an opening mat, adhere. Cut 2 Hello Friend bird
stamps (keep stamps intact), adhere along the edge of
photo mat to create an opening tab. Tie ribbon thru tag
eyelet.

Back: Using Hello Friend cut-aparts, adhere the pink
stripe (flipside of the Botanical Tea titles) to the edge
of page. Adhere 3 floral stamp cut-aparts over the pink
stripe. Add green greeting strip.
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Back: Cut one stamp from the remaining Hello Friend
bird stamp border. Adhere the border piece to the bottom of page. Adhere individual bird stamp with a popdot to border. Add Hello Friend journaling card.

14. Bind all tags/pages together with a binding ring.

13. Page 11- Adhere Herbal Infusion 2”x12” strip to
the bottom of tag, leaving excess attached.

Attach Ornate Door Pull with brads. Wrap the excess
Herbal Infusion and adhere to the back, hiding the
brads used to attach door pull. Fold 3”x6” Robin’s Egg
photo mat creating an opening mat. Adhere to page
(adhere so the mat opens from the bottom). Adhere
accent banners to photo mat. Adhere accent banners
to create photo mat opening tab. Tie ribbon thru tag
eyelet.
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